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ABSTRACT The Numerical Model

The calculations using the UTSI arcjet model are The numerical framework for the model is a
compared with the experimental performance of three Navier-Stokes solver based on the SIMPLE algorithm
hydrogen arcjet configurations over a range of mass of Gosman and Pun,4 modified by Rhie5 to handle
flow rates and electrical power input. The model pre- both subsonic and supersonic flows, and further by
diets the trends of the variation of specific impulse with Jeng6 to include the heat addition from a laser induced
specific power and mass flow rate and the variation of plasma in the flow.
efficiency with specific power. The predicted ISP's are
from 0 to 8 percent high and the predicted efficiencies e govering equations are solved in a trans
are from 0 to 25 percent high. The possible cause of formed coordinate where the original non-orthogonal
these differences is discussed. nonuniform r - z grid is mapped to a grid of unit

squares. There are five dependent variables deter-

INTRODUCTION mined by this procedure. These are the axial velocity
(u), the radial velocity (v), the azimuthal velocity (w),Electrically powered arcjets which produce thrust the static enthalpy per unit mass (h), and the pres-

at high specific impulse can provide a substantial cost sure (p). The equations for the velocity components
reduction for orbital transfer and station keeping mis- are the respective momentum conservation equations,
sions. Limited understanding of the complex, non- the enthalpy is obtained from the energy equation and
linear interactions in the plasma propellant has hin- pressure from the conservation of mass. These equa-
dered the development of reliable, high efficiency ar- tions are linearized by adding the non-linear terms to
cjet thrusters. The complexity of the heat addition the source terms and are solved sequentially using up-
process and strong coupling between the heat addition dated values of the dependent variables as they become
and the flow make it difficult to predict the effect of available and old values when the updated ones have
design changes and to interpret experimental results. not yet been calculated. The procedure is repeated un-

A computational model originally developed at, til the sums of the residual errors have been reduced
UTSI for laser powered thrusters has been adapted to suitably small values. Stability is insured by using
to provide a better understanding of the physical pro- upwind differencing for convective terms and including
cesses in arcjet thrusters. The research approach is fourth order pressure smoothing.
to include in the model those physical and chemical The electro-magnetic properties of the fluid are
processes which appear to be important. and then to described by the azimuthal component of the magnetic
evaluate our judgement by comparison of numerical field (BI). The radial and axial components of the
simulations with experimental data. A description of agnetic field (B nd B) are assumed to be zero.

. .magnetic field (Br and B,) are assumed to be zero.
the model and some preliiniiiary calcilations of an am-Smoel and some preliinary calculations of an a- This equation is linear in, Bt and is solved by direct
monia arcjet were presented at the 21st Inrnational matrix inversio using a banded matrix solver. Thematrix inversion using a banded matrix solver. The
Electric Propulsion Conference.' A paper presentled at nen rrn i

components of the current (,Jz and Jr) are obtained
the AIAA 27th Joint I'ropul sion Conference2 describes from numerical derivatives of Br.
some of our experiences in modifying the( model for hv-
drogen arcjets, particularly with regard to the effect of IThe walls are assumed to have a no slip boundary
transport properties on the calculated results. In this condition so u, v, and w are zero on all walls. Wall

paper, the results of explerimenlts performed at NASA te''mperature and thus wall enthalpy is specified on all
Lewis Research ('enter :i on three areie g'coln tries are' walls. A zero normal pressure gradient is assumed

used to challenge (thI midel re'ults at all walls. The radial gradients of u, h, and p and
the values of c and w are specified to be zero on the

Senior Engineer, Miuber AIAA syirtnetry axis, and the axial gradients of all of the
" . 11. oithrt 'Profssor of IE giin, rin g S ie , ,ci Wlciiiendl 'il variables are constant at the nozzle exit.

.k MNeclihanics. MNieb.r AIAA Th' enthalpy and mass flow are sperified at the inlet.
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This requires an adjustment of the inlet velocity (u or equivalent thermal conductivity using the Rosseland
v depending on the orientation of the inlet), and the approximation.' 0 An effective thermal conductivity is
pressure level throughout the flowfield based on the calculated as the sum of the internal conductivity, the
current ratio of the mass flow at the inlet to that, in conductivity from the Rossland approximation, and
the supersonic flow in the nozzle. The inlet swirl is the energy transport resulting from the diffusion of
specified as a constant times the inlet velocity, species.2

The magnetic field is solved in terms of the pa- There are two heuristic 'fixes' used to correct de-
rameter B(z, r) which depends only on the current ficiencies in the model. The model uses total current
flowing inside the radius r. This parameter is assumed and power as inputs. When sum of the power input to
constant on the inlet wall, the anode, and the cath- each computational cell (J 2 /a) is calculated, this sum
ode upstream of the nozzle. It decreases linearly to does not equal the power specified. To correct this,
zero along the nozzle wall and is zero at the nozzle each cell computation is multiplied by the ratio of the
exit and on the symmetry axis. This implies that the desired power to the sum. This correction reflects our
current flows from the cathode tip and uniformly en- uncertainty in the value and distribution of a. This is
ters the anode on the nozzle wall with no current flow not a linear correction since a appears in the magnetic
to the anode upstream of the nozzle and no current field equation and changes in a would also result in
loops outside the nozzle exit. This assumption is based changes in the current density (J). In the calculations
on experimental observations made using a segmented shown in this paper the multiplier ranges from .83 to
cathode. 7  

1.42. As discussed in an earlier paper,' it is necessary

Local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and to increase the electrical conductivity near the noz-

chemical equilibrium are assumed for the calculations zle wall to simulate the super-equilibrium concentra-

reported here, so temperature and species concentra- tion of electrons in this region resulting from chemical

tions are functions of static enthalpy and pressure and thermal non-equilibrium. The consequence of not

only. The temperature is tabulated as a function of making this correction is to move the region of power

enthalpy for a range of pressures and is obtained by input into the nozzle which results in of the above mul-

table lookup as needed. The transport properties vis- tiplier much nearer .1 than 1. thus indicating a very

cosity (tp), thermal conductivity (k), electrical conduc- unrealistic distribution of a.

tivity (a) are tabulated as functions of temperature
and pressure and are also obtained for each grid point Comparison of the Model with Experimental Data

by table lookup. The program used to generate the Data taken on a high power hydrogen arcjet at
tabless uses tabulated collision cross section data for the NASA Lewis Research Center3 was used to chal-
the H2 , H, H+, e system and outputs.the internal ther- lenge the model. Three geometric configurations were
mal conductivity, o,/l, and the binary diffusion coef- tested differing in constrictor length, constrictor di-
ficients. Ambipolar diffusion is assumed for the elec- ameter, nozzle half-angle, and nozzle expansion ratio
trons since the model assumes no charge separation. (Table 1).

The transport property program has proven to
give unreliable answers at temperatures above 40,000 Table 1 Experimental Arcjet Geometry

K, particularly for internal thermal conductivity and
electrical conductivity. As a provisional fix for this nozzle A B C

problem, the properties above this temperature are ob- constrictor diameter (mm) 2.54 1.78 2.54

tained by extrapolation using: constrictor length (mm) 5.08 3.56 0.71
nozzle half-angle (deg) 20 20 10

v(T) = v(40, 000) * (T/40, 000)" nozzle expansion ratio 88:1 270:1 88:1

where v(T) is the value of the transport property at. The principal variables measured during these tests
T > 40,000 K, and n = 1 for a and 2 for p/ and k. were H2 mass flow (m), arc current (I), anode to cath-

ode voltage (V), and total thrust (i). The followingThe radiation from hydrogen as a function of
he radiation from hydroena a f tion of correlating parameters were calculated from the mea-temperature and pressure at chemical and thermody-

.. surements:
namic equilibrium were calculated using the methods
described by Griem. 9 Energy transport by radiation power P = VI,
is modeled as an optically thin component which re- specific power P, = P/m,
suits in a direct energy loss from the system, and an specific impulse ISP = t/(gem),
optically thick component which is used to define an efficiency e = 2 /[2mn(P + Ho)]

2
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where g, is the conversion constant from force to mass
units and Ho is the enthalpy/unit mass of the unheated
H . O ; -

The UTSI model was used to calculate the ISP
and efficiency for selected cases from the reported data
set. The calculations were made with a 51 axial by 31
radial grid with wall contours matching as closely as E 0 '3
possible the as-built experimental configuration (Fig.
1). The experimental value of I was used to establish _
tile boundary conditions for B(, and the experimental 5 .
power (P) was added to the flow in the calculations. Z

Very little information is available on the wall tenm- - I
peratures. Nozzle temperatures from 1500 to 2100 K
were reported for nozzle B at .0915 mg/sec mass flow j .
rate.3 The calculations reported here were made with il
a 1000 K inlet and constrictor and a gradient along0 ~ 'o I

the nozzle wall to 1500 K at the nozzle exit. The gas 0.0 302 04 0C6 008

temperature at the inlet is assumed to be 1000 K. axial distance -m c.:-

0015

Figure Ic. Arcjet grid nozzle C, 51 axial x 31 radial
points every 5th radial point shown.

00 0 The variation of ISP with specific power is shown
E for the three nozzles at a mass flow rate of .0915

rmg/sec (Fig. 2). The calculations show the same in-
-t Icrease of ISP with P, as the data but over-predict the

-00 1 Ilevel by about '1 percent for nozzle A, 8 percent for

Si nozzle B, and 1 percent for nozzle C.

1600 -
00o "

0000 7 -

axial distance -m c-". ...

Figure la. Arcjet grid nozzle A, 51 axial x 31 radial ..

points every 5th radial point shown. 120 - x
0015 -

Noz A O -
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Figure 2. Specific impulse as a function of specific

\ power at .09l ng/sec.

000 - . ' -- ; The variation of ISP with mass flow rate is shown
0 00  

002 o0 co C  o 0 :9 for nozzle A at a specific power of 215 W/g (Fig. 3).
axial distance -m cZ-,-. At the lower mnass flow rates both the experimental and

Figure lb. Arcjet grid nozzle U. 51 axial x 31 radial calculated ISP's rise rapidly with mass flow rate and
points every 5th radial point shown then level off The calculated ISP's do not decrease at
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the higher mass flow rates as the experimental values There are several factors that are not accounted
do. The authors of the experimental report 3 comment for properly by an equilibrium model. Recombina-
on this decrease and state that it possibly could result tion processes will tend to freeze the composition in
from high test cell back pressures at the higher flow the nozzle resulting in energy tied up in dissociated
rates interacting with the nozzle flow. species and thus not available as kinetic energy. How-

1300 ever, if the effect of chemical non-equilibrium during
the expansion process is modeled by having a gas at
a temperature T with a composition in equilibrium at
T+Tig, significant changes in transport properties oc-
cur as Tiag is varied. As Tag increases, viscosity (Fig.

"200  
5) is markedly reduced over a range of gas tempera-

o o tures from 4000 to 15000 K. The reduction in viscosity
8 has the potential of reducing the viscous dissipation in

0 the nozzle, which could offset the frozen flow losses.

E'p 0

1, -Gal1 /
io

0 025 0050 0075 0 100 0 125 0.150 0.175 0.200

mass flow -mg/sec , - ,o _
S' \ '

Figure 3. Effect of mass flow on specific impulse at a \
specific power of 215 kJ/g. J .

, "" -- -^' 0 Equ.

A"' ^ 500 k' :5g
The variation of efficiency with specific power is --- coCC.

shown for the three configurations at a mass flow rate 10 -i _ ;
of .0915 mg/sec (Fig. 4). As with ISP, efficiency is o 5C00 0ooco 1500 C23o 2 500 32, o
overpredicted by the model. However, the decrease in
efficiency with specific power is predicted although the peate -
predicted rate of decrease is somewhat larger than the Figure 5. Effect of a composition lag on viscosit
experiment. Figure . Effect of a composition lag on viscosit

45 The equilibrium assumption effects the values and
distribution of the electrical conductivity which in turn

Cal
c Exp affects the spatial distribution of power input to the

Noz A 0 -
flow. The model assures that the total power dissi-

40 Noz B X -
0 . oz  x pated agrees with the data, although it assumes that

Nor zC - -  all the power goes into the gas which may not be
" ... .. true in the experiment. An incorrect spatial distri-

35 bution of power can effect the calculated performance
j since adding heat at high Mach number is less efficient

S1 (greater entropy rise) than the same heat addition at
3o -i- o 0 

x  lower Mach number. This effect results in a hotter
1 x slower gas with less stream thrust. The modeling of

S: the electrical conductivity in the cathode boundary
layer is poor at best and energy dissipated here can be

2 i ' deposited directly in the metal of the cathode and not
10 150i 200 250 3 50 3 0 contribute to heating the gas.

specific power -kJ'g : G-5

SIMIMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1. Efficiency as a function of specific power ;at Tihe UTSI arcjent numerical model has been tested
.09 nlg/sec. on three g.eolnctrical configurations of a high powr
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htydrogeni arcjet at a nutmb~er of power levels andJ li- 5. Rthie, (C. INI., -A Pressure Based Navier-Stokes
'Irogeit mtass flow rates. ihe general trends of thle data Solver," AIAA-86-0207, AIAA 24th Aerospace
seern to he predicted by tie model. The ISP increases Sciences Meeting, Reno, NV, January 1986.
nearly linearly withi Iln at constant in and tble pre- 6. Jetig. S.-NI. and Keefer, D., "Theoretical Evalua-
dict ed slopes nearly mat ch tble data. The predicted t ion of Laser-Sust aiited Plasmia Thruster Perfor-
ISP rises aind t hii l, evels off as mass flow rate increases acJorlofPpusnadPweV.
it constauit P /i in tilie same tmanner as til, data. The 53 No. 5. pp. 577-5 I, Sept -Oct. 1989.

p re dirt d efficincies decrease w,%ithi increasing P/111 at ('rai I'N. n Iaiel.I.I. 1
A twa liglier rate thaiatite data. The tioel also tet o lctrl otltia o n Ac

i stl ir, ~w m r+iati p erforifani! as t~iw data, witl .Iic fFet-)1cCniuiinolAt
TI ii /I. HI hi~i it(, a Itiglir ISP and nt,zzi t a lower Jet P'lriiii. A %LAA- 9-2722. A /ISMIALAsl 25th lint Irollilsion C'on]"d, thaI ive ft)I a givenl IP/. 3ll I S and ;itlh~I*( NEtr ('. .iik~ P95j.
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Irri Itlals11lotaIs.l - t' 9 1.H

'it> s-I i t~ 'Ilit '~nt rl111erl IliBoo)k Co, Ncw Yrk. Pib I.

10, '1i lw hck (dqut;tti itativf agtttliiiit litdi at 1t0. Ozi. M. N _ HaIati rtstai ne
I iai t Ititiiliirital vahjf's iis,d lot t ratsiitt prtolfert i's ttiotns with I( 'otidit lolt al ( 'omivot iii. Johnl \Vi-
twiv wfII I1)( M error, atd oI hat ont or mi ore loss itecli ley k Sons, Now Y~ork,. 1973

ai1istli athitig tieglectetl or titilrestittiated. (C'tr-
tiitw Iv ,y\\ art, in the priu'sst(&llg finite rate recot-
hltat iii atid at two5 ttiliprltur itotlil for cleitrotis

;ittil hleavy gas to the, mtodel. It is hpdt hat, this will
htro(li.d bet t r est intates, of thle tratnsport properties as.
well ;ias iticlutol g frozen flow losses itt thle miodel.

lThis work was suppolirt(] by Si 1)1/151 thIirough
N ASA Lewis Research Ceniter utnder C'ontract, No.
N i\ 3- 1159.
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